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ABSTRACT In this paper, a two-stage method is proposed for predicting the catch of skipjack tuna
(Katsuwonus pelamis) from a 2D sea environmental pattern. Following the assumption that sea water
temperature and sea surface height (SSH) which fishermen often use for finding fishing spots has a
correlation with the skipjack tuna catch, a new approach of using Faster R-CNN in object detection is
proposed. The proposed method consists of two part. In the first part, taking a sea temperature map as
input, Faster R-CNN extracts the candidates of where skipjack tuna would be on the map in order to imitate
the behaviors of fishers. In the second part, Support Vector Regression (SVR) estimates the catch amount
in each candidate. Faster R-CNN is applied to several sea environmental patterns with three different loss
functions and compares each performance. The proposed model is evaluated by comparing the result with
average fishers’ ability on the skipjack tuna catches and several criteria for evaluating the proposed model.
The results show that the proposed method is able to outperform the average fishers’ ability by an average
of 3%.

INDEX TERMS Faster R-CNN, region proposal network, support vector regression, skipjack tuna.

I. INTRODUCTION
Skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) is an important com-
mercial fish, usually caught using purse seine nets [1]–[6].
Fishers often use their own experience while deciding the
fishing spots. Parameters like sea surface temperature (SST)
and SSH are often used for this decision. However, the results
are not always accurate and cause the fish catch amount unsta-
ble. There are some related work like random forest classi-
fication using SST and Chlorophyll to address this problem
[3]–[14]. Most of the approaches use point-wise environmen-
tal information and result in HSI (Habitat Suitability Index)
map. On the other hand, fishers use not only point-wise sea
temperature but also region-wise sea temperature, in other
words, patterns of sea temperature. For example, Figure 1
shows SST and SSH patterns sizedwith 4◦×4◦ that fishermen
use for determining where to go fishing as ship position
locates at the center of these patterns.

Unlike most of the approaches that use point-wise data,
the proposed method uses region-wise sea temperature simi-
lar to [15] which divided sea area into grids and uses regres-
sion to estimate monthly CPUE(catch per unit effort). The

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Alireza Sadeghian.

FIGURE 1. Sea patterns that fishermen often use for deciding where to go
fishing.

proposed method uses a square of sea temperature values for
predicting the fish catch amount located at the center of the
square. This can be done by support vector regression. How-
ever, the results of regression tend to recommend unsuitable
fishing spots as good fishing spots due to the lack of originally
unsuitable fishing data in the training set. Therefore machine
learning performs poorly on data it has never seen before.

In order to address this important problem, the behavior
of fishers is used as an entry point. Fishers detect good
fishing spots from the sea temperature map as shown on
the left sides of Fig. 1. This can be regarded as a task of
object detection from images, similar to the task in a medical
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FIGURE 2. The sea environmental data of temperature at depth
100 meter and surface height at 1st January, 2011.

field of finding lesions in X-ray images or finding viruses
through cell images [16]. Based on a similar idea, a region
proposal network (RPN) is employed to avoid recommending
locations that are not originally suitable for fishing and use
this method to simulate the behavior of fishers. RPN is able
to accommodate a large global pacific ocean sea temperature
pattern as input, and the regression is only taking a small local
sea pattern as input.

The proposed method not only does the object detection of
fishing spots but also performs a regression on local area to
provide an estimation of fishing catch [17]–[21]. Past studies
like a image-to-calories measures the total amount of calories
after the segmentation of the food [17].

The novelty of the proposed method is that, RPN is used
to discard places not suitable for fishing to imitate fishers
behavior. By using such approach, global scanning of the
regressor is avoided which often result in outputting a lot of
identical values caused the failure of deciding where’s the
best fishing spot.

II. PROBLEM SETTING
The aim of our study is to develop a method to find good
fishing spots through past sea patterns and corresponding fish
catch amounts. Daily sea environmental data that comes from
real observation and data assimilation, fish catch data with
date, location and fish catch amount, are used for training and
detection.

The sea environmental data describe the ocean status in the
wide area of the ocean. They are represented on an irregular
3D grid as daily five attribute data vectors, including tem-
perature, surface height, horizontal velocity of tide, vertical
velocity of tide and salinity. Three axes of the grid correspond
to latitude, longitude and depth of the ocean. The proposed
method only uses two attribute data vector, temperature and
sea surface height. Figure 2 is the visualization of sea envi-
ronmental data at 1st January, 2011 ranging from 122◦E to
158◦W and 22◦N to 48◦N.
Fish catch data was collected from logbooks of fishing

vessels and defined by (xdn, ydn, cdn), where x represents the

FIGURE 3. The data distribution of fish catch data.

TABLE 1. Number of samples for setting f as 0.3.

FIGURE 4. The final fish recommendation map that proposed method
outputs.

longitude, y represents the latitude and c represents the fish
catch amount at corresponding coordinate (x, y), d represents
date of the data and n represents the number of a data on the
same date d . Fish catch data was separated into good fishing
data and bad fishing data by a standard of a low amount of
fish catch f .
As Figure 3 shows the data distribution of fish catch data,

the total distribution is an exponential distribution and fish
catch under 1 hold a large ratio of total fishing data. Since
places without fish catch data do not result in unsuitable for
fishing, in order to classify fishing area into good and bad a
standard f is needed. Table 1 shows the number of samples
by setting f as 0.3 which is used for separating good fishing
spots and bad fishing spots. Good and bad fishing areas can
be seen as foreground in the proposed RPN and result in two
labels classification.

As for the final result of this study, the proposed method
should take sea environmental data shown in Figure 2 as
input and output the final fish recommendation map shown
in Figure 4. The large blue area represents a non-suggested
area while white represents the land area. The rest color-
ful areas represent the suggested area which the proposed
method predicts as suitable fishing areas with normaliza-
tion to the corresponding values in suggested area. The
black dot is the good ground truth fish point. The color bar
shows the normalized predicted value. The proposed method
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FIGURE 5. An example of sea surface temperature map. Left side shows
the whole sea surface temperature map and right side is the partial sea
square pattern.

is considered to help the fishermen by using the final fish
recommendation map.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. OVERVIEW
An overview of the proposedmethod is illustrated in Figure 6.
The proposed model consists of two parts. The first part
consists of R-CNNwith RPN that takes the entire sea environ-
mental map of a day as input shown in the left side of Figure 5.
The second part consists of regression since information on
places far from the fishing points is considered not to affect
the catch amount. While training the regressor, instead of
using the whole sea map, a partial grid of sea environmental
map is cropped with the fish point locates at the center of the
grid shown on the right side of Figure 5.
Using the whole sea map as input, the proposed model

outputs the potential candidates of good fishing areas and bad
fishing areas by a two-classes RPN. With the result of RPN,
the model then outputs the corresponding fish catch amounts
that lay in the good fishing areas by support vector regression
taking partial sea environmental grid as input.

The flow of the proposed approach consists of (1) training
a two-classes RPN from the whole sea map, (2) training a
support vector regressor by the past partial sea pattern and
the corresponding fish catch amount, and (3) applying the
regressor on the points lay in good fishing areas which output
by the RPN.

B. TRAINING SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSOR
In this part, a good regressor that outputs fish catch amount
through sea environmental pattern is introduced. Since infor-
mation on places far from the fishing points is considered
not to affect the fish catch amount. The best fishing spots
on each day are significantly important because when two
fish points are very close to each other, one of them being
the best fish catch point, two points would have a similar
pattern but different fish catch value, resulting in a higher
error of the regression. Therefore, data set S was collected
as the following rule shows:

define M = argmax
n

cdn

S = {(xdM , ydM , cdM )| ∀d}

a r◦ × r◦ sea pattern grid was cropped which centered
at (xdM , ydM ) for predicting the corresponding fish catch
amount cdM as Figure 7 indicates. The cropped patterns are

FIGURE 6. Example of how the procedure works for predicting best
fishing area. First Faster R-CNN takes the whole sea pattern as input and
output several good fishing spot candidates. SVR is then used for each
pixel that is in the good fishing spot areas.

FIGURE 7. Various sea environmental grid with fish catch location at the
center of the grid.

high-dimensional data that are hard to handle. Therefore they
are compressed into low-dimensional features by using Prin-
ciple Components Analysis (PCA). After the transformation,
these features are used to predict the log10(cdM + 1) by
employing Support Vector Regression as the regressor. The
log10 function was applied to cdM , because the fish catch data
has a wide range from 0 to 100 and the data has an exponential
distribution which showed in Figure 3. By using the log10
function, an overfitting problem on the low-value data can be
avoided. Adding 1 to cdM can avoid negative values produced
by log10 function when cdM is nearly zero.

The regressor had been applied to all the available points
in the whole sea map as in Fig. 8. However, it turns out
that it is very difficult to tell where exactly the good fish-
ing spots locate due to the fact that there are too many
identical values, therefore to address this problem, the RPN
was employed.
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FIGURE 8. The result of not applying region proposal network with only
svr on every available points in the sea map. It’s hard to tell where exactly
good fishing spot is.

C. FASTER R-CNN FOR FISHING SPOT CANDIDATES
DETECTION
R-CNN is a deep learning network with RPN, and it’s widely
used in object detection field and has proven to be very
efficient till now [22]–[24]. R-CNN can be applied to var-
ious fields that combine object detection including medical
[25]–[27] and agriculture [28], [29]. The best model Faster
R-CNN among R-CNN models is applied to the proposed
model [24]. Originally Faster R-CNN is used to create the
smallest anchor that covers the corresponding object, and it
used to be a 3-channel image input. The input image first
goes through a CNN layer which often comes from image
classification CNNmodel in order to get the feature map [30],
[31]. The RPN layer then outputs the region of interest (RoI)
and the corresponding anchor locations. Features from the
feature map go through an RoI pooling layer to adjust the size
since different RoI would have different sizes. RoI pooling
layer makes sure that the input features for classifier are the
same. At last, the classifier predicts the label for each RoI.

In the proposed model, it’s assumed that a good fishing
area can be seen as a kind of object in 1-channel sea map
and Faster R-CNN is able to learn the distinct features that
separate good fishing areas and bad fishing areas. During the
training, the data were separated into two classes: good and
bad areas by the following rules:

∀d, n (xdn, ydn, cdn) ∈ good if cdn > 0.3,

(xdn, ydn, cdn) ∈ bad if cdn 6 0.3

where 0.3 is the standard f in Section 2. Areas that do not
belong to either class are considered as non-fishing areas.
This rule is applied to all the fish data not only set S.
Anchor centered at (xdn, ydn) for all (xdn, ydn, cdn) data has

been created and apply Faster R-CNN for detecting these
anchors as fishing areas. Faster R-CNN originally has differ-
ent sizes of anchors, in the proposed model, the anchor size
was changed from r◦ × r◦ to 5r◦ × 5r◦ due to the r◦ × r◦

sea grid pattern is too small and it ended up failing to come
up with any result. Only one size of anchor is used in the pro-
posed model which is 5r◦× 5r◦. The original Faster R-CNN
model uses mean average precision (mAP) for evaluating
the model. Average Precision (AP). For the VOC2007 chal-
lenge, the interpolated average precision (Salton and Mcgill
1986) was used to evaluate both classification and detection

[32]. For a given task and class, the precision/recall curve is
computed from a Faster R-CNN’s ranked output. The recall
is defined as the proportion of all positive examples ranked
above a given rank. Precision is the proportion of all examples
above that rank that are from the positive class. The AP
summarises the shape of precision/recall curve and is defined
as the mean precision at a set of eleven equally spaced recall
levels [0,0.1,. . . ,1]:

AP =
1
11

∑
r∈{0,0.1,...,1}

Pinterp(r)

The precision at each recall level r is interpolated by taking
the maximum precision measured for a method for which the
corresponding recall exceeds r :

Pinterp(r) = max
r̃ :r̃>r

p(r̃)

where p(r̃) is the measured precision at recall r̃ . mAP is mean
of all AP score from different labels, it’s calculated by the
following:

mAP =
1

n_label

n_label∑
label

AP(label)

where n_label is the total number of labels in the data. Instead
of using the original evaluation method mAP, the evaluation
method was modified by minimizing the distance between
the best fish point to the nearest center of good fishing areas
each day that outputs by Faster R-CNN and called it Average
distance (AD). This approach is to make sure that one of
good fishing candidates produced by the Faster R-CNN is
as close to the best fish catch point as possible. Since in the
evaluation of mAP, every good fish point has the same weight
of importance. By using this modified evaluationmethodAD,
it results in covering asmany best fish catch points of different
days as possible. Defining the set of centers of good fishing
areas U by (kdm, ldm), where k , l, d , m represent longitude,
latitude, date and m the number of candidates in date d ,
respectively. Average distance is defined by

AD =
1
t

t∑
d=1

min(‖ (xdM − kdm, ydM − ldm) ‖2 ∀m)

A mixed version of AD and mAP is defined by

Average distance+
1

mAP
By using these mixed versions of loss function, it balanced

the benefit of AD and mAP. Figure 9, 10, 11 show the impact
of using different evaluation methods. As Figure 9 indicates,
because AD only cares about the minimum distance of a
single anchor to the best fish point in each day, the model
tends to predict a lot of RoIs. Figure 10 shows that mAP
has to take care of each ground truth point not only the
best fish point, so the model results in predicting a smaller
number of RoIs. Figure 11 shows the balance of AD and
mAP, the model predicts more RoIs compared to mAP but
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FIGURE 9. Fish recommendation map with AD.

FIGURE 10. Fish recommendation map with mAP.

FIGURE 11. Fish recommendation map with mix of AD and mAP.

also having notice of different ground truth points. Overall,
the proposed Faster R-CNN model takes the whole sea map
as input and outputs good fishing areas and bad fishing
areas with the corresponding confidence scores. Setting the
anchors output from Faster R-CNN by O = (px , py, class ∈
{g, b},R, conf ) where (px , py) is the center of the gridded
anchor with px representing longitude and py representing
latitude, class{g, b} represents the class of this anchor with
g for good fishing area and b for bad fishing area. R is the
region covered by this anchor centered at (px , py) with the
side length being 5r◦. conf represents the confidence score
of this anchor. A point (j, k) ∈ O is defined if (j, k) is covered
by O and function class(O) = the class of O. By the above
precondition, the intersections of good fishing areas and bad
fishing areas are determined belonging to good or bad by the
following rules: for a certain point (j, k) that belongs to both
good and bad

∀O ` (j, k) ∈ O,

(j, k) ∈ class(O ` max(
conf

‖ (j− px , k − py) ‖2
))

D. COMBINATION OF RPN AND REGRESSOR
After Faster R-CNN takes the whole sea map as input and
outputs good fishing areas and bad fishing areas, the regressor
is applied for all the points that lay in the good fishing areas

TABLE 2. Results of regression.

by cropping r◦×r◦ sea temperature pattern for predicting fish
catch amount and finally gets the result as shown in Figure 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were performed with sea temperature data
and fish catch amount. Daily sea temperature map and fish
catch data from 2000 to 2012 for skipjack tuna with the
amount of fish catch and the corresponding latitude and lon-
gitude are set as experimental data. Data division comprises
of the training set with 1658 days (2000 to 2009) and testing
set with 430 days (2010 to 2012). Proposed prediction area
locates between 122◦E to 158◦W and 22◦N to 48◦N. f =
0.3 and r = 2.1 is set throughout experiments. For the training
of the R-CNN model, we used single NVIDI V100 and took
three hours. SGD was used as an optimizer.

A. FISH CATCH AMOUNT ESTIMATED BY REGRESSION
The experiments with the proposed method were performed
using various datasets of sea environments such as sea tem-
perature at surface and depth, SSH and velocity of tides. Since
the fishermen often take SST as a significant parameter for
determining the fishing spot. At first, 20-dimensional features
were extracted from the SST pattern by PCA and apply SVR
as a regression model, using 20-dimensional features as an
independent variable and log10 fish catch amount as a depen-
dent variable. After the training, the result was evaluated by
using the testing set, which shows a correlation of 0.34 as
the performance. Further, several experiments were tried with
various SST depth data, during which it was found that SST
minus the temperature at 100m depth shows the highest per-
formance (Table 2 and Figure 12) results in a correlation up
to 0.56. It is highly important to note that improvement in
performance is not due to the inclusion of various patterns
but due to the usage of differences of SST and temperature at
various depths.

After finishing the training of the regressor, the regressor
was applied as a sliding window and predict all the available
points in the sea map. However, as Fig. 8 shows the result
ended up with too many high values that cause the difficulty
of deciding the best fishing spot. This is the reason why RPN
was employed in order to detect the potential fishing spot
features from the global sea map instead of the local one used
in the regressor. RPN also has the ability to discard places that
is not suitable for fishing.

B. FASTER R-CNN EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
Proposed Faster R-CNN outputs multiple square-shaped
regions as good/bad fishing areas. It is desirable that as many
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TABLE 3. Results of Faster R-CNN, the best result of each parameter is colored red and second best is colored blue.

FIGURE 12. Scatter plot of sea temperature difference pattern SVR
estimation and ground truth.

FIGURE 13. Cumulative histogram of covered ground truth fishing point.
Unit of the distance value is 0.1◦ and the average distance is about 2.1◦.

as possible fish catch locations in the testing set are included
in good fishing areas. The performance of Faster R-CNN
is evaluated using the distance between actual fish catch
locations and the nearest center of the square-shaped regions
defined as Average distance in section 3.3, the original mAP
evaluation method and a mixed version of both. Fig. 13 shows
a cumulative histogram of the distance between the actual fish
catch location and the nearest center of good fishing areas in
the testing set. In Fig. 13, when the distance between best
fish catch location and nearest center of candidates being
3◦, the good fishing areas are able to cover 80% to 90% of
best fish location in the testing set as indicated by a red dot.
Therefore, with 3◦ being half of the side length in a square,
the final anchor size of Faster R-CNN was further decreased
from 5r◦× 5r◦ to 3r◦× 3r◦ which result in a 6◦× 6◦ square.

The performance of the proposed model is based on the
number of good fishing points that Faster R-CNN covered
in the testing set and the average of them. However, if the
number of candidates increased, one can easily improve cov-
erage of good fishing spots. So two criteria are shown, In
good indicates howmuch of the best fishing spots are covered
by the candidates, and Average Pixels indicates proportion of
candidate area to total ocean. Suggestion indicates the average
fish catch in predicted good fishing areas produced by Faster
R-CNN.

Several types of sea pattern were used for training, includ-
ing SST, SSH and DIFF (sea temperature difference), which
is the subtraction of SST and 100m-depth sea temperature,
and the combination of the above patterns were experimented
for the evaluation. Table 3 shows the average value of the
same pattern based on different loss functions used during the
training of the proposed Faster R-CNN. The meaning of each
parameter is explained as follows. Evaluation criteria Average
Distance means the value of Average Distance under different
loss functions with the same pattern. In good, In bad and
outside stands for the number of best fish point in each day
that covered by good fishing areas, bad fishing areas, outside
both areas respectively and following by the percentage of
these three groups. Average Pixels stands for the percentage
of the whole sea map is predicted as good fishing area by
Faster R-CNN. Suggested and Non-Suggested means the
average fish catch in the suggested area and non-suggested
area, respectively. Suggested performance is the level of
a percentage that the proposed model outperforms fishers’
ability. In good/Average Pixels means how many best fish
points were proposed model able to find if a suggested area
is extended to the whole sea map. The best result of each
parameter is colored red, and second-best is colored blue.
The baseline is set as average fishers’ ability by averaging all
fish catch amounts, and it is about 9.77. As a result, Table 3
shows that all of the patterns have exceeded the baseline
with a suggested performance maximum 7.7% in SST and
minimum 0.14% in DIFF+SSH. In a single pattern, DIFF(sea
temperature difference) performs the best by covering the
most points of ground truth. However, when it comes to
double patterns, It is hard to tell that which is the best. Table 4
shows the average value of the same loss function based on
different patterns where ‘‘AD’’ stands for Average distance.
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FIGURE 14. Average fish catch of test set. X-axis corresponds to the
number of ground truth points that sorted by the predicted value. Y-axis
corresponds to the Average fish catch of these ground truth points.

TABLE 4. Result of Faster R-CNN, the best result of each parameter is
colored red.

The best result of each parameter is colored red. As the result
of Table 4 shows, average distance has the highest value of
Suggested fish catch while the predicted good fishing area is
bigger than the other two loss functions.

Fig. 14 shows another evaluation. Each ground truth point
has a corresponding predicted value as long as the ground
truth point is covered by good fishing area candidates. The
predicted values were sorted and set the order of ground
truth points by the index of predicted values. With a total
of 810 points, an experiment was applied for testing the
value of average fish catch if the regression results are sepa-
rated into recommended and non-recommended. As the result
shows, if top-200 of the predicted values were set as recom-
mended, the average of corresponding ground truth fish catch
is 15. However, the model does not seem to work well for the
top 100 predicted value. It is mainly because the correlation
does not work well for the top 100 predicted value.

In order to test the stability of the proposed method,
the experiment randomly chose 3 years of data as a testing
set and ran it 10 times. Table 5 shows the performance in a
randomly selected testing set. Table 5 also shows the aver-
age suggested performance and maximum suggested perfor-
mance in each iteration. As the result shows, the proposed
model performs poorly on iterations 4 and 9, where 2007,
2010, 2012 are the test years of iteration 3 and 2001, 2003,
2011 are the test years of iteration 8.

TABLE 5. Suggestion performance result of 10 random set.

TABLE 6. Result of global weather impact in a single year. Years of El
Niño are colored red and years of La Niña are colored blue.

TABLE 7. Past ENSO years chose by NOAA.

After finding the property that the proposed model may
perform poorly in some target years, another experiment was
planned using only one year as a testing set and the rest
eleven as the training set. This experiment aims to find out the
global weather effect on the proposed model for a single year.
As Table 6 shows, the mean suggested performance of setting
only one year as a testing set, year 2003, 2004 and 2012 have a
bad performance. In Table 6, years of El Niño are colored red
and years of La Niña are colored blue. The years of El Niño
and La Niña were further checked as Table 7 shows the past
ENSO years that chose byNational Oceanic andAtmospheric
Administration (NOAA). However, as NOAA clarified, there
does not exist a unanimous agreement onwhat constitutes and
ENSO event. Different organizations may have a different
standard for an ENSO event, there’s no perfect answer for
when was the true ENSO event, but the proposed model is
affected by single-year global weather variety. The data dis-
tribution between years shown in Figure 15 is also checked.
Test years that the proposed model performs poorly are years
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TABLE 8. Average result over 10 iteration in random set experiment, the best result of each parameter is colored red and second best is colored blue.

FIGURE 15. This figure shows the fish catch data distribution over years.

with low total fish catch amount, with the effect caused by
El Niño and La Niña; this is probably the reason why the
proposed model performs poorly in these years.

V. DISCUSSION
Table 8 and Table 9 show the average of all iterations in
random set experiment while the best results are colored red,
and second-best results are colored blue. With the average
fishers’ ability being 10.0717, the proposed model is able to
outperform the Average Fishermen Ability by 3% in averag-
ing values of different patterns and loss functions. Table 5
shows that the proposed best model is able to outperform the
fishers’ ability by 10%. In Table 6, with a single test year,
the proposed model is able to outperform the average fishers’

FIGURE 16. The fish catch recommendation map of proposed model,
black points represent good ground truth points. On the other hand, pink
points represent bad ground truth points.

ability by 16%, although the model fails to outperform the
average fishers’ ability in some specific years. The average of
mean suggested performance still exceeds average fishermen
ability by 2.77%. Since the evidence of the proposed model
will be affected by the global weather is found, a further
extension is to separate the training set into three groups; El
Niño, Neutral and La Niña with training the model under the
same global weather effect may increase the performance of
the proposed model.

We have applied the proposed method only to the data of
skipjack tuna fish catch. It remains to be an open question
how well it will perform for estimating the fishing spots of
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TABLE 9. Average result over 10 iteration in random set experiment,
the best result of each parameter is colored red.

other fish species, such as tuna. The idea of the proposed
method is not to explicitly use the behavior of fish, but
to mimic the behavior of fishers finding fishing spots. The
proposed method may show the similar performance for fish
species which fishers use sea environments as cues to find
fishing spots.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study attempts a novel approach in finding good fishing
spots by Faster R-CNN and improvising the same for several
evaluations. By using the proposed model, it’s able to create
daily fish catch recommendation maps as Fig. 16 shows. The
proposed model has successfully classified good and bad
fishing areas and outperformed the fishers’ ability by 3% at
average in the Faster R-CNN stage. The further evaluation
for second-stage, which is Faster R-CNN plus regression, and
testing our method to recent years’ data still remain as future
work. For further research, applying the real SST observed by
the satellite and separating the training set into three groups
are planned. Surveys for further features to make a more
efficient model and applying the proposed model to recent
data are also future work.
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